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To believe that the governor can rescue people out, regardless of 
circumstances, is wrong. There is no guarantee for that.

- Per Andreassen, police lieutenant
Svalbard governor's office

Getting answers: Updates on the central 
government's actions related to the Store 
Norske crisis will be posted at icepeople.net.

Invisible army invades Svalbard?
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Headlines from Svalbardposten
- Three men rescued after 30 hours in snow pit
- Snow crab catch half of '14 due to more ships
- Man rescued by helo after snowmobile crash 
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Russian Deputy Prime MInister Dimitry Rogozin, wearing white in center, gathers with religious, 
political and military officials Sunday at the North Pole, which he claims part of is Russia's "Mecca."

WENCHE RAVLO
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Weather summary
Gusty w/ temperatures of about -5C 
through next week. Snow possible 
until Saturday; partly cloudy after.

Full forecast page 3

See CRISIS, page 4

Norway plans stricter Svalbard entry rules after visit by top Russian who calls Arctic this year’s Ukraine

See RACE, page 8

BREAKING: Government endorses 500M Store Norske bailout loan. Details at icepeople.net
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We are Crimea
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Concerns Svalbard might be among 
Russia's next targets after the Ukraine are no 
longer speculative, as Deputy Prime Minister 
Dmitry Rogozin followed up a controversial 
visit to the archipelago by telling a Russian TV 
station this week he considers the two areas 
similar.

"Last year, we had the historical reunifica-
tion of Sevastopol and the Crimea," he said in 
an interview with state-owned Channel One. 
"This year, we are presenting a new view and 
new powerful emphasis on the development of 
the Arctic. Basically, it's is all about the same."

Rogozin, banned in Norway and other 
western countries due to his role in the Ukraine 
crisis, set off a diplomatic furor with his arrival 
in Longyearbyen at midday Saturday via a di-
rect flight from Russia. By doing so he was 
able to avoid the ban due to the terms of the 
Svalbard Treaty, which allows members of all 
signature nations to enter without passports or 
other security checks.

But Frode Andersen, head of communica-

tions for Norway's Foreign Ministry, said Tues-
day legislation will be submitted to prohibiting 
sanction individuals from entering the 
archipelago.

"We will now make the necessary changes 
in Norwegian legislation so that it would not be 
possible for people included in sanctions lists to 

Can't beat 'em? Like duuuh
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

There's going to be a rather remarkable 
collection of Norwegian racing stars at Satur-
day's Svalbard Skimaraton, but good luck 
picking them out of the crowd.

A record 870 participants were signed up 
at presstime as officials have abandoned their 
worries about overcrowding from the event's 
early years. An unlimited number of partici-

pants are now permitted and they have until 
the eve of the race to sign up for what's be-
come Svalbard's biggest sports event. 

"I think just because of the weather pre-
dictions we might get another 10, 20, 30," said 
Sigvart Bjontegaard, chief of the 23rd annual 
race. 

"I think there are close to 20 world cham-
pionship medal winners here this year," he 
said.

The competitive class of the 42-kilometer 
race through Todalen begins at 9:30 a.m. next 
to Mine 6. Non-timed recreational full- and 
half-marathon participants begin at 10:30 a.m.

See ROGOZIN, page 6

Real challenge in this year's ski 
marathon may be spotting all 
the top racers in record crowd

Can you spot the former PM? Jens Stoltenberg 
was among the more than 800 racers in last 
year's Svalbard Skimaraton. Race officials are 
expecting about 900 people at this year's event. 
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Briefly

Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Random bits of the week's weirdness:
The competition to be the Dumbest Svalbard Tourist Cap-

tured on Film that suddenly appeared this year has a new en-
trant as the trailer for the new documentary "Bjørnoya," 
about three brothers who spend two months on the island 
equipped only with essential survival gear like surfboards, 
is now available online for mocking (http://vimeo.com/
104900828). Seeking to Surf Where No Man Has Surfed Be-
fore, the trio nonetheless manages to captured plenty of cheesy 
cliched moments including an "I'm king of the world!" type 
howler on the boat voyage up. Ultimately, of course, the film 
scheduled for release Oct. 24 is all about X-Tremes, including 
hungrily eyeing the waves hitting the shore after they manage 

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years
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Icepeople is published weekly (or thereabouts) 
on Tuesdays (or thereabouts), with printed 
copies available free on a limited basis in 
Longyearbyen. Additional printed copies are 
available locally and by mail upon request. 
Charges are on an "at cost" basis.

Copyright stuff
Original contents of this publication can be 
reproduced for non-commercial purposes free 
of charge if Icepeople is credited as the 
source. The original writers, photographers 
and other contributors retain their rights to all 
published works.

Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
and other reasons, but we will also make 
every reasonable effort to contact the author 
about any changes prior to publication.
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Icesheet
Random bits of the week's weirdness:

We're not suggesting he be deemed a danger-
ous sex offender for life, but he seems to have 
topped Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry 
Rogozin as this week's Most Hated Person, at 
least among the locals on social media. A guy 
who decided his jacket wasn't enough yellow 
for Longyearbyen decided to embellish the 
skateboard ramp in the town center with his 
naturally-generated watercolors, apparently 
unaware someone else decided his exhibitionism 
deserved an exhibit. Not that he cared where he 
found out, according to Diana Snibsøer, who on 
a local Facebook page noted she "confronted 
him with piss photo and said that it was the 
play ramp to the kids, but he did not care!!!!" 

Let just say the number of responses far sur-
passed those on posts about a certain Russian's 
visit, both in number and ferocity. The scary 
thing is it's not the first urine-related defacing 
of children's equipment we've had during the 
past year, thanks to the guy who decided to pee 
on the fence at the kindergarten while the tots 
watched last summer … And just so we don't 
rule out all of this week's suspects, Aftenposten 
accompanied its coverage of Rogozin's visit with 
an article about China's sometime's suspi-
cious Arctic ambitions, choosing as it cover 
girl Po Lin Lee, whose first act here was donat-
ing 500,000 kroner in 2013 for the giant Santa's 
mailbox on the road into the town center. Com-
bine that with the fact she's from Hong Kong 
and, yeah, she'd be a good undercover agent.

Leads tory in Aftenposten Monday on China's ambitions here
www.aftenposten.no/nyheter/uriks/Kineserne-jakter-ressurser-pa-

Svalbard-og-i-Arkis-7987235.html

http://www.hegnar.no/motor/artikkel543791.ece
 Svalbard third after two EVs registered. (25 percent), 

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/04/19/john-oliver-s-
earth-day-message-save-the-polar-bear-penises.html

John Oliver, earth dat polar bear dicks

  has rescued several hundred refugees in the Mediterranean since 
early December.

to land at the town of Pozzallo in Sicily over Easter after reach-
ing their wooden boat, which was leaking, off the coast of Libya on 
April 3, ruv.is reports.

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

"You forgot the sunscreen? Oh, crap." If we 
weren't about to be crisped because volcanos 
just made the ozone vanish we'd totally own the 
polar bears 260 million years from now.

NORWEGIAN POLAR INSTITUTE

Is this the real foreign menace in Svalbard? 
We're thinking someone ought to make him 
stick his tongue there and see if it freezes.

DIANA SNIBSØER AND KINE BAKKELI

Royals: Trash this – we dare you

Crown Prince Haakon and Crown Princess Mette-Marit gather Tuesday outside the infamous 
rubbish hut built last summer from trash collected along the north shores of Spitsbergen. While the 
trashy art project built with the help of a grant from the Svalbard Environmental Protection Fund 
has been a source of heated local controversy, with some arguing it's ugly and the funds should 
have been spent on more practical efforts, there was little furor this week after the princess 
declared the hut a "fantastic edifice." "Let it live as a symbol of what discarded or lost at sea and 
beaches," was one of the few comments on a community Facebook page in response to the visit. 
The royal couple, accompanied by Minister of Climate and Environment Tine Sundtoft, also toured 
Longyearbyen's waste-treatment plant and the Lance research vessel frozen into the sea ice north 
of Svalbard during their two-day visit that ended Wednesday.

Get some real dirt on icepeople!
Our global headquarters available for rent during the March 20 eclipse! Sleeps three on actual 
furnishings (double bed and sofa), plus a few can squeeze in on the floor. Washing machine, turbo 
wi-fi and about a 5-10 minute walk to most places. Plus, you'll be helping provide our pitiful little 
newspaper with desperately needed funds. Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com for details.

Now you know how the polar bear feels: The 
stuffed creature just in front of this camera 
might b

LE MONDE

Luke joins the dark side: Convincing people 
polar bears are playmates is worthy of Darth. 

WARNER BROS. ENTERTAINMENT ITALY

Or this sweet 'innocent' thing? There must be  
some reason our giant Santa's mailbox provider 
is the poster girl for China's Arctic ambitions.

THE ROYAL HOUSE OF NORWAY

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
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Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Snow. SW winds to 42 km/h. 
High -6C (-13C wind chill), low 
-8C (-15C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Thursday
Snow. W winds to 39 km/h. 
High -5C (-9C wind chill), low 
-8C (-15C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Saturday
Mostly clear. SW winds to 25 
km/h. High -5C (-9C wind 
chill), low -7C (-12C wind 
chill).

24-hour daylight
Extended forecast: Sunday, p. cloudy, -5C (-10C), -7C (-11C), light 24:00h; Monday, p. cloudy, -7C (-13C), -8C (-14C), light 
24:00h; Tuesday, cloudy, -7C (-13C), -9C (-15C), light 24:00h; Wednesday, p. cloudy, -6C (-13C), -8C (-15C), light 24:00h

Data provided by storm.no

HEADLINES STOLEN FROM

SVALBARDPOSTEN
VERDENS NORDLIGSTE AVIS

Decision on Store Norske 
loan may come this week   

A decision by the Norwegian government 
about recommending an emergency bailout 
loan for Store Norske may be reached early this 
week, as the two sides are engaging in final ne-
gotiations, but a public announcement may be 
somewhat delayed. Annette Malm Justad, 
chairwoman of the company's board of direc-
tors, declined to provide details about the talks, 
but said the loan is likely to be the top item at 
the agency during a board meeting next week. 
The company is seeking a 450-million-kroner 
loan after a record loss of 537 million kroner 
last year due primarily to low prices, but has 
waited three months for a decision and says it 
doesn't have enough cash to continue operating 
beyond June. The loan, if recommended by the 
Ministry of Trade, Industries and Fisheries, will 
still need approval by Parliament, although 
Store Norske officials and local politicians have 
said they believe they have the votes.

Snowmobilers told to avoid 
Billefjorden due to bear cubs

Snowmobilers are being urged to avoid 
driving through Billefjorden, a popular route 
for approaching Pyramiden, due to two polar 
bear families with four-month-old cubs ob-
served there, according to The Governor of 
Svalbard. They are in a critical phase of sur-
vival," a statement at the governor's website 
notes, adding officials will be monitoring traf-
fic in the area.

Svalbardposten honored for 
local coverage at awards

Svalbardposten received an honorable 
mention award for best local newspaper in 
2014 from Norway's National Association of 
Local Newspapers during its awards ceremo-
ny Saturday. The jury singled out the newspa-
per for its diversity of topics from close-ups of 
the unique everyday life in the archipelago to 
international political and environmental chal-
lenges. "For readers, this can mean fabulous 
adventure on the one hand and international 
politics on the other," the jury wrote. "This 
range Svalbardposten masters in a very good 
way with theme choices, mediation, systemat-
ics and visual presentation."

Friday
Snow/p. cloudy. W winds to 55 
km/h. High -3C (-8C wind 
chill), low -7C (-14C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Svalbard in the news racket again

EPIDEMIC, from page 1

A lone tabloid with a highly questionable reputation is all that remains on a newspaper rack at 
Svalbardbutikken on Saturday after most of Norway's major publications halted shipments to 
Svalbard, but the most popular of the more reputable siblings will again be in stock later this week.

Shipments of VG, Dagbladet 
resume after halt by most major 
newspapers due to high costs 

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Newspaper racks in Longyearbyen have 
been mostly empty during the past few weeks 
after most major newspapers halted shipments, 
citing high costs and a large drop in sales, but 
an agreement reached Wednesday with Verdens 
Gang and Dagbladet means they will be avail-
able again starting this week.

"I think VG will be back in Svalbard to-
morrow morning," said Torkil Hagen, the 
newspaper's distribution leader for northern and 
southern Norway, in an interview Wednesday.

The newspapers will be sent on the daily 
mail/cargo flight operated under a joint agree-
ment by Co-op Norge AS and Posten Norge 
AS. Karin Mella, manager of Svalbardbutikken, 
said discussions with Aftenposten are still pend-
ing about providing copies under the new ar-
rangement, but the largest deficiency has been 
resolved.

"VG and Dagbladet are what people want 
most," she said.

Smaller newspapers including Bladet 
Troms, Harstad Tidene and Folkebladet also 
halted deliveries. Some northern newspapers 
such as Nordlys are continuing to provide 
copies and Mella said she has not heard from 

any of them about stoping service.
VG decided shortly before Easter to halt 

deliveries to Svalbard due to the high cost of 
sending copies on Scandinavian Airlines, Ha-
gen said. He said it cost about 100 kroner to 
ship newspapers that sell for 25 kroner each.

"The problem has been there for a long 
while," he said. "Two times a year we have had 
this discussion very seriously."

Scandinavian Airlines raised their cargo 
rates again in January, which was the final step 
in VG's decision to stop sending newspapers, 
Hagen said. He said they discussed the matter 
with distribution officials from Dagbladet and 
Aftenposten, but the decision by all to stop 
sending newspapers at the roughly the same 
time was not entirely a joint one.

In addition, VG was selling about 20 copies 
on the days SAS had flights – which excluded 
Wednesday, Thursdays and Sundays – com-
pared to about 50 to 60 two years ago.

"The number has been going down the last 
10 years," he said.

Mella, who negotiated the agreement on 
behalf of all Longyearbyen businesses selling 
newspapers, said she was never told about the 
concerns of high shipping costs until the news-
papers halted their deliveries, She said the cost 
of shipping newspapers on the cargo flight isn't 
yet known.

"We must try it first," she said.
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What you spend on coffee in a week can provide a jolt from Icepeople for a year
A donation of 250 kroner pays the printing cost of 50 regular-size issues of our fine fishwrapper. 

We've published this for years for free out of love, but we do need some back to pay the bills.
Visit our website at icepeople.net and, while checking out the original content, take a moment to help.

By the 

Lance begins three months of 'light duty' in sea ice north of Svalbard after changing crew, equipment

The Norwegian Coast Guard vessel Svalbard, at top in photo at left, escorts the Lance research vessel through the sea ice to a freeze-in point at about 
83 degrees latitude north earlier this month. At right, a small helicopter to observe the sea ice is among the new equipment a team of international 
researchers will use during the second half of the six-month project that is attempting to monitoring the sea ice "from cradle to grave."

NORWEGIAN POLAR INSTITUTE

Giant waves a giant Arctic threat

Halftime adjustments
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

They didn’t exactly get a relaxing spring 
break and when they talk about switching to 
light duty they’re not talking about slacking off 
on the job.

The Lance research ship, after making half-
time adjustments, is again drifting north of 
Spitsbergen for its second three-month stint 
frozen into the sea ice, which a team of interna-
tional scientists is monitoring “from cradle to 
grave.” The first three months after the ship left 
Longyearbyen on Jan. 11 were dark, frigid and 
filled with peril, but the setting after its return 
to the city to swap crew and equipment will be 
markedly different.

“With the midnight sun, working condi-
tions will be better – but still pretty cold and 
with new challenges due to the added instru-
ments,” wrote Harald Steen, leader of the Nor-
wegian Polar Institute project, in the 
expedition’s official blog.

A shift change of crew and scientists also 
occurred at roughly the midpoint of the first 
three-month freeze-in, which came at a dramat-

ic moment as scientists departing by helicopter 
notice the ice was breaking up and threatening 
to swallow equipment deployed around the 
ship. The new staff lost several days scrambling 
to salvage the equipment before being escorted 
by the Norwegian Coast Guard’s Svalbard ice-
breaker to a more suitable freeze-in location 
further north.

The shift change in Longyearbyen was less 
dramatic, but just as busy.

"All hands were busy repacking, organiz-

ing and loading,” Steen wrote. “Samples col-
lected during the first 3 months were offloaded 
and secured, equipment not needed anymore 
was offloaded and new equipment loaded.”

The ship departed Longyearbyen with 24 
scientists and 10 crew members on April 11, 
with the Svalbard again acting as an escort to a 
freezing point at about 83 degrees latitude 
north.

“This is a tough journey, through dense ice 
that extends far south,” Steen noted.

New equipment aboard the research vessel 
includes a small helicopter that will be used to 
measure the thickness of the sea ice over large 
areas, and to install GPS and ice-data buoys far 
from the ship. The researchers also plan to use 
a remotely operated underwater vehicle to col-
lect data underneath the ice and an autonomous 
underwater vehicle to study ridges on the sur-
face of the ice.

“On top of that, our studies of the ecosys-
tem, atmosphere, radiation and the ocean will 
continue, with increased efforts,” Steen added.

Time to play "which of these things is not 
like other?" More walruses, profiles of eight 
legally "harvestable" animals, pollutants af-
fecting Arctic foxes, Arctic sea ice and climate 
change, and a low glacier  melting rate.

The full studies those five issues are pub-
lished in English in the Norwegian Polar Insti-
tute's Annual Report for 2014 (tinyurl.com/
pkc9o2z), along with an overview of the orga-
nization's activities during the past year. Most 
of the studies focus on Svalbard, but (if it's not 
obvious) the low melt observations occurred at 
the other end of the world.

Equipment from the Lance is unloaded in 
Longyearbyen following the first of two freeze-
ins in the sea ice north of Spitsbergen.

NORWEGIAN POLAR INSTITUTE

Chance encounter by Lance at 
Hopen in 2014 reveals potential 
disaster for people, ecosystems

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

It's taking the Lance six carefully-planned 
months to track the lifecycle of the sea ice, but 
a shocking discovery about what may be its 
death – and a mortal threat to humans and 
wildlife – occurred last year in a single un-
planned day.

Waves more than three meters high in Arc-
tic pack ice were recorded for the first time   
during a research voyage last May led by Alek-

sey Marchenko, an ice mechanics professor at 
The University Centre in Svalbard. The ship 
was moored in pack ice about 80 kilometers 
from Hopen when the waves began rapidly in-
creasing in size, and students and scientists ob-
served the swells breaking up the ice at previ-
ously unimaginable rates, according to a study 
published in the March Geophysical Research 
Letters (excerpt at tinyurl.com/q9wabpt).

The unpredictability of such waves makes 
them a danger to mariners, oil structures, 
wildlife  and others, researchers noted.  

Junkie science
There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.
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By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

As it turns out, there's no need for military 
or political bombast – or even even modern 
equipment – to be among the world's top con-
querers.

A quartet of Norwegian youths with 19th-
century gear, a Nigerian who skydived onto the 
ice and scuba dived under it, and the first Kaza-
khstan ski expedition were among this year's 
most unique visitors to the North Pole, which 
attracted it usual range of adventurers despite 
Russia shifting its support camp focus from ex-
peditions to science and military operations.

As usual, there were the usual weather- and 
logistics-related struggles of getting to and 
from the Bareno base camp on an ice floe at 
roughly 89 degrees latitude north, along with 
the hardships on the trail – with a freakish 
"warm" spell featuring temperatures near freez-
ing among this year's oddities.

Some of the top achievers in Norway were 
also the youngest from the country to ski to the 
North Pole, as Johannes Breivik, 12, Erika 
Gjelsvik, 13, Johanne Jærijærvi, 13 and Elias 
Damli, 13, completed an 111-kilometer "last-
degree" expedition Tuesday.

Furthermore, they did it wearing many of 
the same clothes and using much of the same 
equipment as famed explorers Fridtjof Nansen 
and Hjalmar Johansen during their unsuccessful 
attempt in 1895.  

"The trip has been very challenging, but it 
has also been very fun to ski to the North Pole,"  

Jerijærvi said in a satellite interview with NRK, 
which is sponsoring the expedition and will 
broadcast highlights of it next winter. "The 
worst thing about the whole day is really to 
stand up and get out of my sleeping bag and 
start to ski. Now I just look forward to lazing 
around."

The youths were selected from about 600 
who applied for the "Oppdrag Nansen" expedi-
tion, going through several rounds of questions 
and tests before an intensive four-training peri-
od. Much of their expedition took place in tem-
peratures as low as minus 20 degrees Celsius, 
with blowing snow and poor visibility, accord-
ing to NRK.

 Another pair of youths who reached top of 
the world – in much easier fashion, but with 

just as much of a claim for their country – were 
Aimee and Monica Amazu, who along with 
their parents Og and Joy became the first Nige-
rians at the Pole. While the daughters arrived 
on a flight from Barneo, their parents took a 
longer route by skydiving 10,000 feet onto the 
ice. Og then donned a scuba diving outfit "to 
walk upside down on the actual site of the Geo-
graphic North Pole."

The family's trip, as with many involving 
Pole conquests, also was motivated by a chari-
table purpose as it served as the launch for their 
philanthropic foundation Challenge 100 and a 
campaign to remember the abducted girls of 
Chibok.

to the Geographic North Pole from Barneo to-
day, where the parents skydived from 10,000 feet 
onto the ice, with Og then diving under the icecap 
to walk upside down on the actual site of the Geo-
graphic North Pole.

April 21, 2015
Coordinates: 89°18' N, 050°35' W
Distance from the North Pole: 75 kilometers
Weather: clear, westerly winds of 5 m/sec, 

temperature of -28°С
After two days of waiting we finally got some 

clear weather. The An-74 brought fuel and equip-
ment for the North Pole-2015 drifting station. The 
skiers and dogs went back to Longyearbyen.

In the morning, Thomas Ulrich unexpectedly 
arrived at the base. He had planned to go all the 
way to Canada from the North Pole, but changed 
his mind. Expedition head Victor Serov concluded: 
“The reason was mental – the state of his soul went 
out of tune with the environment around him and 
did not allow him to continue.” Lengthy solo expe-
ditions require a certain frame of mind, but some-
thing wasn’t right for Thomas. He almost reached 
89° (see map), but then turned back to the camp.

A second An-74 flight brought more fuel for 
the North Pole-2015 drifting station. For the next 
few flights the An-74 will be a “fuel plane”, haul-
ing diesel.

April 20, 2015

Og Amazu, at left accompanied by a guide, dives under the ice at the North Poke on April 14. Amazu, along with his wife and two daughters, became 
the first Nigians to reach the Pole, with the parents arriving by skydiving 10,000 feet onto the ice. At right, Erika Gjelsvik, 13, captures of photo of three 
of her peers taking part in a "last-degree" ski expedition to the Pole, with the youths using much of the same gear as Fridtjof Nansen in 1895.

ERIKA GJELSVIK

Norwegian youths in 19th-century gear, newcomers from multiple nations among Pole success stories

True top conquerers
COURTESY OF CHALLENGE 100

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

North Pole expeditioners, left, pack up their gear in the hope of departing the Bareno ice camp 
despite poor weather that repeatedly delayed flights during the final days of this year's tourist 
season At right, three members of an eight-person expedition from Kazakhstan celebrate being the 
first from their country to reach the top of the world on skis. 

KAZAKH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETYRUSSIAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY
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Letter to the editor
To the editor:

Just wanted to send you a few words on the 
magnificent visit I recently had. I was part of a 
twenty-seven member eclipse chasing team 
which converged on your community in 
March. While we have left footprints on all but 
one continent, my personal experience in yours 
was unexpected. In my travels I always enjoy 
remote locations. Heading in your direction I 
had not thought that this eclipse journey would 
be able to compete with my past two best expe-
riences, 2006 Africa and 2008 Mongolia.  
Thinking it would be bone chillingly cold, and 
probably overcast, I had low expectations over 
anything other than an ordinary rather routine 
trip. To my surprise this trip unfolded as the 
best of my seven successful eclipse trips.  What 
an outstanding community you people have 

been able to create and keep so secret. Arriving 
after sunset, my first impression at daybreak 
was breathtaking. The scenic rolling icy hills, 
and sunrise shadows were knee weakling.  
However as the first then second day passed the 
following impressions were just as great.  

While most of the remote places I have visited, 
I’ve enjoyed  while being there, I never have 
any intention to return because there are so 
many places on this planet I have yet to 
explore. Longyearbyen is the exception. Four 
days just was not enough of the frozen 
serendipitous wonderland you have. The people 
of your community were great, even though I 
imagine as a group you may have found the 
massive number of visitors a little challenging. 
I now plan on another visit again in the next ten 
years (or thereabouts) even though there are no 
total eclipses during that time that comes any-
where near you. A thousand thanks to 
Longyearbyen, you have created a magic place 
on top of the world.

Tom Stephany-San 
Mateo, California.  USA

ROGOZIN, from page 1

DIMITRY ROGOZAN
Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dimitry Rogozin, top left, poses for a picture and sends a Twitter message after arriving at Svalbard Airport at midday 
Saturday, in defiance of Norway's request he not visit the archipelago due to sanctions imposed against him for his role in the Ukraine crisis. At bottom 
right, a stage performer is observed by Rogozin during his Saturday afternoon visit to the Russian settlement of Barentsburg. At right, a military base 
camp on an ice floe at about 89 degrees latitude north awaits Rogozin on Saturday evening, where he presided over the official opening of the camp 
before visiting the north pole on Sunday. The military facility is a new addition to Russia's annual support camp for scientists and tourist expeditions.

'Too late to wave their fists'

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

legally stay in Svalbard," he told Sputnik Inter-
national. "This will apply to persons from any 
country that is sanctioned by Norway on the ba-
sis of international rules."

Rogozin, after sending a Twitter message 
and a picture of himself announcing his arrival 
at Svalbard Airport, spent Saturday afternoon 
touring the Russian settlement of Barentsburg. 
He then flew to a base camp on an ice floe at 
roughly 89 degrees latitude north to preside 
over an official opening ceremony for the 
"North Pole-2015" base, where military troops 
are engaging in extreme cold weather exercises.

"This is an important and moving day for 
us because we had a dream, probably, like any 
normal person, of visiting the North Pole and to 
visit this camp with its polar explorers," he 
said, according to official Russian media re-
ports. "But this day is also important because 

today is the anniversary of the Battle on the Ice, 
the anniversary of the defeat of the enemies of 
Russia."

The establishment of this year’s military 
camp is a reversal of the "cowardice (and) inde-
cision that sometimes accompanied us in previ-
ous years during government decision-making."

On Sunday, Rogozin and a delegation of 
religious and other leaders visited the North Pole 
before his return to Russia. Well-known for fre-
quent and provocative social media messages, 
he kept up the tone after his visit by declaring 
the Arctic Russia's "Mecca," and asserting Nor-
way's upset leaders were "just jealous that we 
were swimming at the North Pole" and "it is 
too late to wave their fists after a fight."

Rogozin, deputy prime minister since 
2011, was recently named the head of a new 
commission to oversee Russia’s Arctic policies.

The five nations with claims to Arctic terri-

tory are waging an increasingly heated battle 
over the boundaries of that territory and the 
right to conduct commercial activity such as oil 
drilling there, due to estimates a quarter of the 
world's remaining oil may be in the far north.

But Russia's actions in recent years has 
been cited by other countries and international 
analysts as particularly aggressive, with the 
country engaging in numerous nuclear-related 
military exercises during the past year in areas 
encroaching on other nations.

Analysts have suggested Svalbard may be a 
prime target for Russian expansion since the 
country considers the Svalbard Treaty unfairly 
discriminatory. Russia is investing heavily in sci-
ence and tourist facilities in of Barentsburg and 
Pyramiden, and this year significantly increased 
its activities at the ice camps near the Pole.
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Top Norwegian political and science officials, 
above left, tour the new Arctic Center for 

Unmanned Aircraft in Ny-Ålesund during its 
official opening Tuesday. At top right, Stian 

Solbø, a researcher for the Northern Research 
Institute, accompanies an unmanned aircraft to 
Svalbard in March aboard the Bjørkhaug cruise 

ship as part of an effort to determine if the 
aircraft can be used to count seals. Full details 

about the new center, seen in an overhead view 
at bottom right, are at icepeople.net. Photos 
courtesy of the Northern Research Institute.

NORWEGIAN POLAR INSTITUTE

Droning on reaches new heights

icepeople.net

Because folks into Svalbard are so awesome at it, it's the

For everyone who's said "you should charge for your paper" 
and/or appreciate an English source of local news and/or 
articles about stuff not in the "real" newspaper 
In the true spirit of alternative newspapers, we've 

kept Icepeople free (and unlike some of them, 
also free of porn and "hookup" ads) because it's 

a labor of love – and we have a fierce 
independent streak, editorially speaking. But this 

is your chance to show you mean it with a 
voluntary "subscription" that can help cover 

our costs. An eight-page issue like this costs 10 
kroner apiece just for photocopying, to say 

nothing of other expenses (which doesn't include 
"luxuries" like our editor's massive coffee and 

other survival costs, which he's trying to deal with 
through various fledgling bits of work). Multiply 
that over the course of year (or several) and…

well, it adds up rather fast if one guy's paying for 
virtually all of it. 

Or that a lot of 
our "real" 
newspapers 
have been 
larger in size 
lately

Notice how it's tastefully low-key, with 
no pop-ups, autoplay videos or mad 

Flash effects to get your attention? 
We hope so, because we'd really like 
to keep it that way and prove peopler 

don't have to be bludgeoned. 

Want more details or to hear this groveling in person? Contact our editor at marksabbatini@yahoo.com or 4151 4638.

We've literally given our all to keep you informed and 
entertained about all things Svalbard for years…

…now we're asking you to help us keep helping you

For those who just want to make some 
money (not that there's anything wrong 
with that, since we obviously do as well)...
We're stepping up our efforts to provide more coverage in print and online, with 
the hope of making large newspapers like this the norm while continuing to 
provide daily updates about breaking news at our website. As part of that, we're 
also now hoping to lure advertisers who appreciate the large local and 
global audience we're built up during the past six years – if not for our sake, 
then because it's a prime opportunity to reach the visitors (actual and potential) 
who discover this miracle on ice through us, plus of course Svalbard's huge and 
growing number of international residents. Our rates are rather cheap, so if 
you're one of those "alternative" businesses sharing our woes of struggle, it's an 
idea way of getting attention along with the major players.
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Eldar Rønning, a six-time World Cup champion who won the Svalbard Skimaraton for the second 
straight year in 2014, celebrates with some of the 101 participants of a Children's Ski Festival the 
following day at the race site. He and several other top racers will participate in this year's festival.

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

What's up
April 21
5 p.m.: Meeting to discuss revisions to 
Longyearbyen's long-term use plan. 
Næringsbygget 3, Newtontoppen room.
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
April 22
6 p.m.: Movie: "Avengers: Age of 
Ultron" (3D), U.S. action/fantasy, no age 
limit specified. Kulturhuset.
April 23
8 p.m.: "Jazz in the Corner concert by 
the Svalbard Jazz Ensemble. Huset.
April 25
9:30 a.m.: Svalbard Skimarathon. Full- 
and half-length divisions, with latter 
departing at 10:30 a.m. Begins next to 
Mine 6 in Adventdalen. Registration and 
other details at svalbardskimaraton.no.
April 26
11 a.m.: Family Mass w/ music by 
Polargospel. Svalbard Church.
5 p.m.: Movie: "The DUFF," U.S. 
romance/comedy, all ages. Kulturhuset.
7 p.m.: Movie: "Pride," British comedy/
drama, ages 7 and up. Kulturhuset.
April 27
8 p.m.: Trivia quiz. Barentz Pub.
April 28
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
April 29
8 p.m.: Discussion: "Murder and Dark 
Deeds" by detective novel author Jørn 
Lier Horst, focusing on real life crimes 
and investigations, and their influence on 
literature. Longyearbyen Library.
May 1
5 p.m.: May Day Mass w/ music by the 
Longyearbyen Mixed Choir. Svalbard 
Church. 
May 3
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
5 p.m.: Movie: "Get Hard," U.S. comedy, 
ages 11 and up. Kulturhuset.

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● Floating nuclear power plants in Arctic?
● Danes sue gov't over climate change
● Behind Greenland’s wild climate swings
● How to tell when climate articles are BS 

Northernmost race lures top talent
RACE, from page 1

"!is book does not only 
cover comprehensive 
information concerning all 
"elds of possible interest, 
but is at the same time a 
photo book containing 
many color images to 
illustrate many wildlife 
and #ower species and to 
document landscapes and 
places from all over the 
archipelago."

- Reader review

THE complete guidebook
by the complete guide

Sailing Voyages • Books • Photography • DVDs • Polar News And Information 

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

Largely responsible for the increasing 
presence of high-caliber talent is Eldar Røn-
ning, a six-time World Cup winner who has 
been an active recruiter since winning the race 
in a record time two years ago. Last month he 
won the Holmenkollen Medal, Norway's high-
est cross-country skiing honor, for being "a 
good and merited representative" of the sport. 
While the award is based primarily of racing 
feats, Jon Hindar, chairman of Norway's Asso-
ciation for the Promotion of Skiing, noted dur-
ing the ceremony that "in addition to having 
achieved very impressive athletic results, Eldar 
Rønning a great representative for his sport."

Rønning has also been an active presence 
locally during the weekend of the ski 
marathon, including serving as host for the 
children's ski festival and races on Sunday. 
This year's festival is scheduled at 1 p.m. at the 
ski marathon area in Todalen, with several oth-
er competitive racers scheduled to participate 
with him.

Among the world-class skiers expected to 
join him and Celine Brun-Lie, both of whom 
are returning to defend their victories from last 
year, during the weekend are Niklas Dyrhaug, 
Didrik Tønseth, Anders Aukland, Therese Jo-
haug and Tone Sundvor.

The weather and conditions for the race, if 
perhaps not matching the world-class caliber of 
the top entrants, are nonetheless likely be close 

to ideal. Temperatures are expected to be about 
minus eight degrees Celsius, with sunny skies 
and little wind. Below-zero temperatures and 
occasional light snow during the week preced-
ing the race means snow conditions should be 
good and Bjontegaard said two snowmachines 
are grooming the course during the days imme-
diately before the race.

There will be about 100 volunteers work-
ing to keep things smooth during the race itself 
– including six people working in pairs watch-
ing to make sure participants are skiing rather 
than "skating" so the event meets international 
competitive standards – which Bjontegaard said 
he believes is roughly the same as last year.

The registration deadline for the race is 5 
p.m. Friday. Race numbers can be collected at 
Svalbardhallen from 5 to 9 p.m. Friday, and 
pre-race briefings are at the recreation hall at 7 
p.m. Thursday, and 6 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Fri-
day.

Free buses will be available from major 
hotels to the start line and back the day of the 
race. A bus from Svalbardbutikken to Sunday's 
children's festival will depart at 12:30 p.m.

A banquet and awards ceremony, which is 
sold out, is scheduled to 7:30 p.m. Saturday at 
Svalbardhallen. Live music for race partici-
pants, volunteers and local residents is sched-
uled at the recreation hall at 10:30 p.m.


